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Abstract
The spread of the vigorous TRIPS monoculture and other major changes in the legal and
political environment over the last three decades have driven some of the more exotic IP
species, such as the patent of importation, to the edge of extinction. Others, such as the Soviet
inventor's certificate, have disappeared altogether. Nonetheless, there remain pockets of
territory where the lesser-termed utility model continues to thrive in large numbers. The invasion
of patent habitat by minority populations like designs and SPCs is not considered a threat, but
the expert traveller in the IP jungle needs to be aware of when they may come across these
variants. There is also pressure from the increasingly-demanding trade mark species, as it spills
over from the familiar word and graphic into new habitats such as sound and colour.
A safari through the IP jungle will provide a basic field-guide to the unusual, exotic and
occasionally downright bizarre (sui) genera which searchers may encounter in their travels.
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